An inordinate amount of money is spent in projects where system design and software development play a key role, huge portions of it wasted, and critical systems run the risk of failure, sometimes leading to a major catastrophe. This occurs in large part because of the “after the fact” paradigm on which the languages used to define systems are based.

The assumption made here is that system engineers and software developers can significantly reduce the well-known problems associated with doing business as usual by using a language based on a radically different approach, one that is preventive instead of curative. The Universal Systems Language is such a language. Based on systems theory—to a great extent derived from lessons learned from the Apollo onboard flight software effort—USL has evolved over several decades and taken on multiple dimensions. Its purpose has been to solve problems considered next to impossible to solve with traditional approaches, at least in the foreseeable future.

According to users, USL eliminates any preconceived notions because it is a world unto itself—a completely new way to think about systems. Instead of object-oriented and model-driven systems, the designer thinks in terms of system-oriented objects (SOOs) and system-driven models. Much of what seems counterintuitive with traditional approaches, which tend to be software centric, becomes intuitive with this system-centric approach.

USL was created for designing systems with significantly increased reliability, higher productivity, and lower risk. We designed it with the following objectives in mind:

- reduce complexity and bring clarity into the thinking process;
- ensure correctness by inherent, universal, built-in language properties;
- ensure seamless integration from systems to software;
- develop unambiguous requirements, specifications, and design;
- ensure that there are no interface errors in a system design and its derivatives;
- maximize inherent reuse;
- ensure that every model captures real-time execution semantics (for example, asynchronous and distributed);
- establish automatic generation of much of design, reducing the need for designers’ involvement in implementation details;
- establish automatic generation of 100 percent, fully production-ready code from system specifications for any kind or size of software application; and
- eliminate the need for a high percentage of testing without compromising reliability.

USL can address these objectives because of the universal systems theory that forms its foundations. The
technology also takes roots from other sources—other real-world systems and formal linguistics, methods, and object technologies.

APOLLO BEGINNINGS

USL had as its origin our study of Apollo flight software development. Our primary questions were, “What could we do better for future systems?” and “What should we keep doing because we are doing it right?” We analyzed almost every aspect of the flight software. Naturally, this study reaffirmed some earlier assumptions about systems and software, called into question others, and added new ones. Some of what was learned might seem obvious in today’s world, but what might not be so obvious is what could be derived from these assumptions and later become part of USL’s requirements.

Apollo was the ideal environment for jump-starting a “never-in-the-box” technology. There was no school to attend or field to learn what today is known as “software engineering” or “systems engineering.” When there were no answers to be found, at times we just had to make it up, and we had to design things to work the first time. Many on the team were fearless 20-something-year-olds, and dedication and commitment were a given, but there was no time to be a beginner. Learning was by doing, and a dramatic event would often dictate change. Because software was a mystery, a black box, upper management gave us total freedom and trust. Mutual respect was across the board. We were the luckiest people in the world. There was no choice but to be pioneers. What would later become foundations for USL enabled the Apollo team to create the software for the trip to the moon.

Because system engineers threw requirements over the wall to software developers, engineers and developers necessarily became interchangeable, as did their life-cycle phases—suggesting that a system is a system, whether in the form of higher-level algorithms, software that implements the algorithms, or systems that execute them. From this perspective, system design issues became one and the same as software, reinforced by the fact that entire missions were tested by software simulations integrating hardware, software, the universe, and humanware (for example, astronauts).

Expect the unexpected

It quickly became clear that nothing and no one could be expected to be perfect. The team learned to plan accordingly. Take Apollo 11. Just before landing on the moon, onboard software discovered that the CPU was fast approaching overload and there would not be enough time to perform landing functions unless emergency steps were taken. With the software’s global error detection and recovery mechanisms, nominal displays were interrupted with priority alarm displays. Every time the CPU approached overload, the software cleared out its entire queue of processes and restarted its functions, allowing only the highest priority processes to perform until the landing was completed.

The source of the error was later found to be the astronaut checklist document instructing the astronaut to place the rendezvous radar hardware switch in the wrong position, thus stealing valuable CPU time. The mechanisms the software used for this emergency were thought by many to have saved the Apollo 11 mission. Similarly, on Apollo 12, just prior to liftoff, lightning struck the spacecraft twice, each time causing a computer power failure. Again, the software restarted the mission functions in time for liftoff.

The flexibility required of these missions could not have been accomplished in real time without an asynchronous, multiprogramming operating system where higher priority processes interrupt lower priority processes. Assigning a unique priority to every function in the software was critical for ensuring that all events would take place in the correct order and at the right time—for example, turning the engine on or off or ensuring that the priority displays would interrupt normal mission sequences in an emergency.

To our surprise, changing from a synchronous OS used in unmanned missions to an asynchronous OS in manned missions supported asynchronous development of the flight software as well. In essence, the development process—a system in itself—Inherited the same philosophy of “expect the unexpected” embodied in the system it developed. We also established that a system-wide “kill and start over again” recompute approach to error detection and recovery was far superior to a point-repair and “pick up from where you left off” approach. Simplifying the software’s operation simplified its development. Similarly, steps taken to create solutions within the multiprogramming environment later became solutions for multiprocessing environments. Although only one process is actively executing at a given time in a multiprogramming environment, other processes in the same system—sleeping or waiting—exist in parallel with the executing process. With this as a backdrop, we created the priority display mechanisms, essentially changing the man-machine interface between the astronauts and the onboard flight software from synchronous to asynchronous so that the mission could be reconfigured in real time.

Often, a problem that at first seemed impossible was eventually solved by changing its context. It seemed unthinkable to define and provide error detection and
recovery for every potential cause—for example, the two successive lightning strikes that shut down Apollo 12’s computer systems prior to launch.

Our solution was to determine general ways in which hardware or software could be affected (for example, by a power outage triggered by one of many causes), reducing the problem to a small, finite number of predictable things to check for. Moreover, this approach provided new assurances that certain errors could be eliminated early in the life cycle—or even prevented—simply by adding rules used at definition time (for example, always assign a name directly to logic to be invoked, instead of referring to it relative to other logic; for example, refer to Sally instead of Fred + n). This eliminated the problem that would occur in the event that either logic’s location relative to the other would later be changed and as a result the logic in question would be referred to incorrectly, possibly resulting in dire consequences. Although the need for this kind of rule is less likely today, its value at that time was the degree to which it suggested the importance of preventing errors “before the fact.”

Of course, better can sometimes become the enemy of good. For example, lock mechanisms preventing human operators from entering an input error might also eliminate the possibility of fixing an unanticipated problem during a mission by going through the back door. On Apollo 14, for example, erroneous hardware signals were misleading the software, and it became necessary to manually intervene in real time to “fool” the software so that it would ignore the signals. The change, made at the eleventh hour by the developers working closely with the astronauts through Mission Control, would go against the software specification but would remain consistent with the original intent of the system requirements at large. After two attempts, the new change finally worked in simulations on the ground and was uploaded to the spacecraft, saving the mission with minutes to spare.

Clearly, we needed a way to “have our cake and eat it too”—built-in lock mechanisms that would not interfere in this kind of an emergency.

**Fascination with errors**

Because of the never-ending focus on making everything as perfect as possible, there was an ongoing fascination with errors: finding them, detecting and recovering from them, handling them, preventing them, learning from them, learning about systems from them—even defining what an “error” is (or isn’t). We determined that we could not measure a system’s reliability until we defined a formal, agreed-upon general concept of “error,” along with all of its implications.

We defined error in terms of system viewpoints (for example, requirements versus specification versus implementation), programs (lunar excursion module versus command module versus commonware); categories (system “glue” versus powered flight); weight (catastrophic versus FLTs, or “funny little things”); how to determine the source or cause of an error (for example, software versus hardware); kind of error (timing); and when an “error” is really an error or a “new feature” (or, for example, if two errors cancel each other, is there an error?). We developed a standard process for recording and relating to every error, including its history—for example, in what part of the life cycle it was created and found and, accordingly, what could be done to prevent it in the future.

Earlier ideas for a systems technology began to surface as we analyzed the kinds and causes of software problems found during verification and validation (V&V) testing of the Apollo onboard software. Because of Apollo’s software design and development processes, at the outset we faced the likelihood of introducing almost any conceivable error—in hindsight, a blessing in disguise. This was due in part to size constraints in the hardware, which made it necessary for mission phases to share erasable memory. In addition, the flight software for each mission was developed concurrently with flight software for other missions, along with mission planning, hardware integration, simulators, and astronaut training—underscoring how much the software was part of a larger system. Finally, and most obviously, there were many unknowns given that we had not been to the moon before.

What was accomplished (or not accomplished) provided a wealth of information from which to learn. Each error was recorded when it was discovered in the software released for formal testing, and over time we began to appreciate how important accuracy is in filling out such forms. Through these efforts, we learned that interface errors (dataflow, priority, and timing errors from the highest to the lowest levels of a system to the finest grain) accounted for approximately 75 percent of all errors—for example, ambiguous relationships, integration mismatches and conflicts, communication and coordination problems—a clear indication that finding ways to reduce errors in this category was of the highest priority.

Although half of the billions of dollars (by today’s standard) spent on the life cycle was devoted to simulation, 44 percent of the errors were found by manual means, referred to on the project as the Augekugal method (eye-balling) or “Nortonizing” (named after the person who perfected this technique). More automation was needed, especially static as opposed to dynamic analysis. Alarmingly, 60 percent of the errors found during V&V had unwittingly existed in previous flights—showing how
subtle they were—though, fortunately, no software errors surfaced during actual flights.

The interface errors were analyzed in greater detail first because they not only accounted for the majority of errors, they also were often the most subtle and most difficult to find. Each interface error was placed into a category identifying the means to prevent it by way of system definition. This process led to a set of axioms forming the basis for a new mathematical theory for designing systems that would, among other things, eliminate the entire class of interface errors just by the way a system is defined.1,2,5-8

Given the ongoing evaluation of the Apollo effort, it became clear that a new kind of language was needed and that our mathematical theory could provide its core. Results of the analysis took on many dimensions, not just for space missions but for applications in general, and not just for software but for systems in general—the results of which were not readily apparent for many years to come.

Lessons learned from this effort continue today: Systems are asynchronous, distributed, and event-driven in nature, and this should be reflected inherently in the language used to define them and the tools used to build them. This implies that a system’s definition should characterize natural behavior in terms of real-time execution semantics, and designers should no longer need to explicitly define schedules of when events are to occur. Instead, events should occur when objects interact with other objects so that by defining such interactions the schedule of events is inherently defined. Most important, it became clear that the root problem with traditional approaches is that they support users in “fixing up wrong things” rather than in “doing things the right way in the first place.” Combined with further research, as this became more widely understood, it became clear that the characteristics of good design could be reused by incorporating them into a language for defining systems.

UNIVERSAL SYSTEMS LANGUAGE

USL captures the lessons learned from Apollo. What sets USL apart is the systems paradigm on which it is based.1 Whereas the traditional software development approach is curative, testing for errors late into the life cycle, USL’s development-before-the-fact philosophy is preventive, not allowing errors in the first place. Correctness is accomplished by the very way a system is defined, by built-in language properties inherent in the grammar. A USL definition models both its application (for example, an avionics or banking system) and properties of control into its own life cycle. Each SOO definition has built-in constraints that support the designer and developer, yet they do not take away flexibility in fulfilling requirements. A SOO inherently integrates all aspects of a system (for example, function-, object-, and timing-oriented). Every system is an object, every object a system.

Mathematical approaches are known to be difficult to understand and are limited in their use for nontrivial systems as well as for much of the system’s life cycle. Unlike formal languages that are not friendly or practical, and friendly or practical languages that are not formal, its users consider USL to be not only formal but also practical and friendly.9-11 Unlike other mathematically based formal methods, USL extends traditional mathematics with a unique concept of control: universal real-world properties internal to its grammar—such as those related to time and space—are inherent, enabling USL to support the definition and realization of any kind or size of system. The formalism along with its unfriendliness is “hidden” by language mechanisms derived in terms of that formalism.

What sets USL apart is the systems paradigm on which it is based.

General systems theory

A formalism for representing the mathematics of systems, USL is based on a set of axioms of a general systems theory and formal rules for their application. All representations of a system are defined in terms of a function map (FMap) and a type map (TMap). Every SOO is defined in terms of a set of FMaps and TMaps. Three primitive structures, derived from the set of axioms, and nonprimitive structures derived ultimately in terms of the primitive structures specify each map. Primitive functions, corresponding to primitive operations on types defined in a TMap, reside at the bottom nodes of an FMap. Primitive types, each defined by its own set of axioms, reside at the bottom nodes of a TMap. Each primitive function (or type) can be realized as a top node of a map on a lower (more concrete) layer of the system.

Providing a mathematical framework within which objects, their interactions, and their relationships can be captured, USL—a metalanguage—has “metamechanisms” for defining systems. Although the core language is generic, the user language (a by-product of the definition of newer systems and thus newer mechanisms) can be application specific since USL is semantics-dependent but syntax-independent, yet every syntax shares the same semantics.

Implementation- and architecture-independent, USL adheres to the principle that everything is relative (one person’s design is another’s implementation); the same language can be used seamlessly throughout a system’s life cycle to define and integrate all aspects of, and viewpoints about, the system and its evolution. The overarching principle is that all aspects of a USL universe are related to the real world and that the language itself inherently captures this relationship.
Developers have used USL to define systems and develop software ranging from mission-critical systems to commercial applications. In so doing, it meets the challenge linguists describe as assuring consistency in meaning—fitting together the partially fixed semantic entities that we carry in our heads—to approximate the way reality fits together as it comes to us from moment to moment. The entities are the world (or perceptions of the world) reduced to its parts and secured in our minds.

USL’s philosophy is that all objects are recursively reusable and reliable; reliable systems are defined in terms of reliable systems; only reliable systems are used as building blocks; and only reliable systems are used as mechanisms to integrate these building blocks to form a new system. Designers can then use the new system, along with more primitive ones, to define (and build) more comprehensive reliable systems. If a system is reliable, all the objects in all its levels and layers are reliable.

**Six axioms of control**

We must visualize a system definition both by what it does (level by level, for example, a parent node in a hierarchy is on a higher level than its children nodes) and how it does it (layer by layer, for example, a specification is on a higher layer than its implementation). However, a hierarchical definition runs the risk of not being reliable unless there are explicit rules that ensure each decomposition is valid; for example, the behavior of a successive lower level (or layer) completely replaces the behavior of that which it replaces. A SOO can be defined from its most general state to its most detailed states. Objects, related properly, can replace other objects. An object is decomposed until the primitive objects by which it has been defined have been reached.

At the base of every USL system is a set of six axioms—universally recognized truths—and the assumption of a universal set of objects. The axioms provide the formal foundation for a USL “hierarchy”—referred to as a map, which is a tree of control that spans networks of relations between objects. Explicit rules for defining a map have been derived from the axioms, where—among other things—structure, behavior, and their integration are captured.

Resident at every node on a map is the same kind of object (for example, a function on every node of an FMap and a type on a TMap). The object at each node plays multiple roles; for example, the object can serve as a parent (in control of its children) or a child (being controlled by its parent). Whereas each function on an FMap has a mapping from its input to output (domain to codomain), each type on a TMap has a relation between its domain and codomain.

Each axiom defines a relation of immediate domination of a parent over its children. The union of these relations is control. Among other things, the axioms establish the relationships of an object for invocation in time and space, input and output (domain and codomain), input access rights and output access rights (domain access rights and codomain access rights), error detection and recovery, and ordering during its developmental and operational states. Every system can ultimately be defined in terms of three primitive control structures, each of which is derived from the six axioms—resulting in a universal semantics for defining systems.

**Universal primitive control structures**

A structure relates each parent and its children according to the set of rules derived from the axioms of control. A primitive structure provides a relationship of the most primitive form (finest grain) of control. All maps are defined ultimately in terms of the primitive structures and therefore abide by the rules associated with each structure: A parent controls its children to have a dependent (Join), independent (Include), or decision-making relationship (Or).

Figure 1 shows the rules used in defining each of the three primitive structures, using a syntax that FMaps and TMaps can share. Because it is defined in terms of these structures, every SOO has control properties, inherently providing seamless integration, maximizing...
its own reliability and flexibility to change, capitalizing on its own parallelism, and maximizing the potential for its own reuse and automation. The structures ensure that all interface errors—approximately 75 to 90 percent of all errors normally found during testing in a traditional development—are eliminated at the definition phase.

Although SOOs have properties for systems in general, the properties have special significance for the real-time, distributed behavior of systems: Each system is event-interrupt-driven; each object state is traceable (putting into good use the property of single reference, single assignment), reconfigurable, and has a unique priority; independencies and dependencies can readily be detected (manually or automatically) and used to determine where parallel and distributed processing are most beneficial.

Any system can be defined completely using only primitive structures, but less primitive structures defined by and derived from the primitive structures—and therefore governed by the control axioms accelerate the definition and understanding of a system. The defined structure, a powerful form of template-like reuse, provides a mechanism to define a map without explicitly defining some of its elements. An FMap structure has placeholders for variable functions; a TMap structure has placeholders for variable types; a universal structure has placeholders for variable functions or types. Async is an example of a real-time, distributed, communicating FMap structure with both asynchronous and synchronous behavior.

An example of a TMap structure is TreeOf, a collection of the same type of objects ordered using a tree indexing system. Each TMap structure assumes its own set of possible relations for its parent and children types. Abstract types decomposed with the same TMap structure inherit the same primitive operations and therefore the same behavior (each of which is available to FMaps that have access to members of each of its TMap's types). As researchers gain experience with new and different types of applications, new reusable structures emerge.

**Definition and execution space**

We define all functions in a system and their relationships with a set of FMaps. Similarly, we define all types in a system and their relationships with a set of TMaps. FMaps represent the dynamic (doing) world of action by capturing functional and temporal (including priority) characteristics. TMaps represent the static (being) world of objects by capturing spatial characteristics—for example, containment of one object by another or relationships between locations of objects in space.

FMaps define, integrate, and control the transition of objects from one state to another. TMaps define, integrate, and control the potential atemporal relations between states of objects. Each function in an FMap, defined using types of objects in a TMap, has one or more objects as its input and one or more objects as its output. Each object is a member of a type in a TMap and resides in an Object Map (OMap), an instance of a TMap. Each type on a TMap owns a set of inherited primitive operations used as primitive functions by the FMaps using that TMap's objects.

FMaps and TMaps depend on and reuse each other. The primitive operations that belong to types on a TMap used by FMaps within the same layer are themselves defined with FMaps on the TMap's implementation layer and therefore rely on another layer's TMaps. Thus, because an FMap depends on TMaps, it depends on another layer's FMaps; similarly, because a TMap depends on another layer's FMaps, it too depends on another layer's TMaps. Functions depend on types, types on functions. In other words, FMaps and TMaps recursively reuse each other, layer by layer.

Every change to a SOO is traceable throughout the system. The FMaps for a given system are inherently integrated with the TMaps by using their objects and primitive operations, providing the ability to automatically trace within and between a system's levels and layers. If, for example, a type is changed on a TMap, all impacted FMap areas are traceable. In an FMap, an output variable of any function is fully traceable to all other functions using the state that variable refers to.

An FMap is completed when all its leaf nodes (or leaf nodes of the FMaps it uses) are recursive leaf nodes or are primitive function leaf nodes that use primitive operations of types in the TMaps. A recursive leaf node definition has the name and functionality of one of its parent's ancestor definition nodes; see, for example, Jset in Figure 2. The recursive reuse pattern has an Or primitive structure decision node between each of its recursive leaf nodes (each with some input different than the ancestor's input) and the ancestor node. For a recursion to always be able to terminate, at least one of the Or structure's alternatives cannot be (or have a descendent that is) a recursive leaf of the ancestor. A recursive leaf is instantiated using its ancestor definition node, and its execution control is expanded as an acyclic graph of actions (or objects). A set of primitive types and their associated primitive operations provides a mechanism for layered reuse by different domains of applications. Application domains are separated into layers of reuse in which the primitive types of one layer are implemented in terms of reusable FMaps and TMaps of one or more lower-level layers of detail.
Each layer of TMaps and FMaps becomes itself a reusable system to the layer immediately above it, which itself is a system layer. Another special category of reuse is the ability for an OMap to be persistently stored to disk—providing long-term memory—or marshaled to a socket, providing generic transmission of objects between processes. Because everything a designer needs to know (no more, no less) is in a SOO definition, all model viewpoints can be determined from that definition—for example, in terms of projections. Inherent within each map are features such as polymorphism, encapsulation, and inheritance that reside on both the function side and type side of a system.

A SOO is realized—that is, has all of its values instantiated for a particular performance pass—in terms of an Execution Map (EMap) of actions, an instantiation of an FMap, and its OMaps. Figure 2 depicts a SOO’s definition and execution space. It shows a person’s house and a path that he can take from the house to get food and water. In this figure, an alternative syntax is used to define FMaps: “function(domain;structure=codomain)” instead of “function(domain;codomain;structure).”

Part of the FMaps and TMaps of this system are shown here; the EMap and OMaps represent the execution of the FMap and TMaps. Since TMaps are integrated with FMaps, the OMaps are integrated with the EMap. Annotations on the EMap show the functions presently being executed as actions, actions that have occurred in the past, and actions that will occur in the future over two progressive intervals of time. The labels on the OMaps show corresponding variable object states, relation instances between object nodes, and an overall structure inherited from the Jset universal structure map. A Jset is a recursively defined set of dependent elements. It can be interpreted as an FMap-defined structure or a TMap-defined structure. In the FMap,
Maps guide a designer in thinking through concepts at all levels and layers of system design and the 001 Tool Suite (001), USL’s automation,\textsuperscript{14,15} in automating the life cycle. Typically, designers begin to define a system by sketching TMaps, where they decide on the types of objects (and their relationships) in the system. Often, a RoadMap (RMap) that organizes all system objects, including FMaps, TMaps, EMaps, OMaps, defined structures, and other RMaps is “sketched” in parallel with the TMap. At each node of an RMap, a reference is made to another map.

Once a TMap has been agreed upon, the FMaps begin to fall into place because of the natural functionality (or groups of functionality) in the TMap system. The TMap provides the structural criteria from which to evaluate the functional partitioning of the system—for example, the shape of the combined patterns of the structural organization of the FMaps is derived from the structural organization of potential objects defined by the TMap. With FMaps and TMaps, a system (and its viewpoints) is divided into components and groups of components that naturally work together.

**Automated environment**

How can we build a more reliable system and at the same time increase our productivity in building it? Take for example, testing.

Correct use of USL eliminates the majority of errors, including all interface errors within a system model and its derivatives. Our 001 analyzer statically hunts down all errors resulting from the incorrect use of USL. When a TMap is changed, 001 annotates the status of all FMaps impacted by that change; the FMaps are then reanalyzed in light of the TMap changes to reestablish their status. Testing for integration errors is minimized because of the inherent integration of SOOs. A SOO model can be realized by directly interpreting it on an operational runtime environment or by mapping it onto a targeted virtual or real machine architecture and environment. For a virtual machine, simulations of models can be used to quantify characteristics and qualify tradeoffs of the system to be developed.

Given a set of FMaps and TMaps, 001 can generate much of the design and all of the RMaps, perform requirements analysis, and simulate and observe a system’s behavior as it is being executed in terms of EMaps and OMaps. For software, 001 can use the same FMaps and TMaps to automatically generate all of the code including its documentation.

001’s requirements analysis component automates the process of going from requirements to design to code and back again. Because it has an open architecture, 001’s
generator can be configured to generate one of a possible set of implementations for an architecture of choice (or to interface with any outside environment—for example, communications package, Internet interface, database, graphics, operating system, a language, or the users’ own legacy code).

Maintenance shares the same benefits. The developer doesn’t ever need to change the code, since application changes are made to the specification—not to the code—and target architecture changes are made to the configuration for the generator environment and not the code. Only the changed part of the system is regenerated and integrated with the rest of the application—again, the system is automatically analyzed, generated, compiled, linked, and executed without manual intervention. Just as with the systems it is used to develop, 001 is completely defined with itself, using USL, and is completely and automatically generated with itself. It therefore has the same before-the-fact properties that all USL systems have.

**USL as a formal foundation for other languages**

Diverse mappings (several automated) exist that go from a given syntax and semantics to USL or from USL to one of a possible set of syntactical forms (and semantics). The USL team recently performed an analysis of how the USL formal semantics could provide SysML/UML2 with a universal system formalism that can reduce semantic ambiguity in the OMG SysML specification and significantly simplify the UML2 specification standard.

Most of today’s systems are defined with languages originally intended for software. These systems are built using a programming or specification language created specifically for a computer—a syntax-first, syntax-dependent approach. USL, based on a formal systems theory derived from real-world systems—a semantics-first, syntax-independent approach—was originally created for defining systems in general, where the goal was to combine mathematical perfection with engineering precision.

Unlike languages where language mechanisms, rules, and tools are added ad hoc and after the fact as more is learned about a class of systems, USL derives its language mechanisms and tools from its core set of primitive mechanisms. Because of this flexibility, USL can be used as it gracefully evolves and it also can lend its formal support to other languages. By inheriting its preventive philosophy, the potential exists to “solve” (prevent) a given problem as early in the life cycle as possible.

Automatic static analysis of the specification model is more preventive than static analysis of after-the-fact code. Preventing a problem by the way a system is defined is even better. The goal is to apply this philosophy across the board, including systems and software, unifying their understanding by a formal means with a commonly held set of system semantics.

We inadvertently discovered during the Apollo error study that there was a universal way to prevent errors by the way a system is defined, addressing the issue of reliability head on. While searching for mechanisms to define error-free systems, we unexpectedly found patterns with properties that addressed other issues as well. Among other things, these patterns always present in FMaps and TMaps inherently support asynchronous and distributed behavior within all objects.

Whereas on Apollo it was necessary to manually program the scheduling of the processes and the assignment of priorities to each function to capitalize on the asynchronous operating system, FMaps and TMaps inherently make this happen from the beginning, starting in the models themselves. On Apollo, some tailored lock mechanisms appeared to be at cross purposes with other concerns. What would have been solved with locks then can now take place implicitly and generically through the mechanisms in FMaps and TMaps. What was previously a manual life cycle process can now be automated. Further, because USL maximizes inherent reuse, the larger and more complex a system, the higher the productivity. Unlike before, it is now possible to increase a software system’s reliability and at the same time increase the productivity in its development.

Used in research and development, the next step is to bring USL into a larger community of users. Analysis of lessons learned from each of its evolving states continues in a manner not unlike the empirical Apollo studies—build on what has been beneficial and eliminate the rest. Each time we learn from experience, we evolve accordingly, maximizing the degree of preventiveness.

Although the Apollo software was developed long ago, we continue to reflect on its lessons. It is the hope that its legacy will continue. The goal is that the systems of today inherit the best of yesterday, and systems of tomorrow inherit the best of today.
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